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By LUXURY ROUNDTABLE INTELLIGENCE

Despite historically high interest rates and a lack of inventory, wealthy buyers have shown that luxury properties in
key global markets are still very much in demand.

Additionally, luxury shoppers are driving the retail sector on one of its most elaborate and expensive expansion
sprees in recent memory.

On this episode of the Luxury Stance podcast, Luxury Roundtable CEO Mickey Alam Khan and Silvertone
Consulting president Scott Kerr dive into the current state of the luxury real estate market and the economic and
societal factors that are presenting lucrative opportunities for stakeholders.

Please click or tap here to listen to this podcast:

https://apple.co/3Tw9l4T

Hosts

Mickey Alam Khan, CEO, Luxury Roundtable

Scott Kerr, founder/president, Silvertone Consulting, and host, The Luxury Item podcast

About the Luxury Stance podcast
The Luxury Stance podcast is the official podcast of Luxury Roundtable, the world's leading luxury program and
network for luxury professionals, marketers, and wealth managers. Each episode, hosts Mickey Alam Khan and
Scott Kerr have a thoughtful discussion about critical issues facing luxury and the latest trends shaping the future
of the business.
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